Within the last decade, 3D printing has moved from a costly approach of building mechanical items to the present state-of-the-art phase where access to 3D printers is now common, both in industry and in private places. The plastic printers are the most common type of 3D printers providing prints that are light, robust and of lower cost.
INTRODUCTION
The technology of 3D printing has evolved greatly during the past decade where prints scale from micrometer scale objects to macroscopic objects as large as houses. Progress in the 3D printing technology has made printers so affordable that they can now be purchased for in-home use. Most common are the layer-on-layer plastic printers which provide light, robust and lower cost prints [1, 2] . Their widespread has allowed a diversity of mechanic be found A sample was m n Fig. 5, a) of the far n steps of ighly terial bjective, By registering the largest spectrometer signal for a given XY position, a fast but primitive reflection image was built. This is seen in Fig. 5, b) . In the ROI, a sub-area (green rectangle) was chosen where 10 B-scans (YZ) were recorded stepping X by 6.25 m, depicted in Fig. 5,c1)-c10) . In most of the images higher reflection "strings" are seen along the Y dimension (marked with white arrows) which we associate with insufficient fusion of two printed layers as marked with white arrows in Fig. 5, c1)-c10) . The minimum distances we find between two scattering interfaces, which we define as single print layers, are seen to range between 70 μm and 100 μm in optical distance. This corresponds to 48 m and 69 m , calculated using a refractive index of = 1.45 [9] .
The layer height setting of 0.06 mm falls within this range. In Fig.5,d ) a zoom-in of Fig. 5,c1) is provided highlighting the limited lateral extent of the sub-structure reflective interfaces.
In conclusion we report imaging of a 3D printed block made with 100% PLA fill. By employing UHR-OCT we show that some parts of the PLA volume reveal higher scattering interfaces which likely correspond to transitions from one layer to another. In doing so, we document that UHR-OCT can act as a powerful tool to detect fractures between layers stemming from insufficient fusion between structure layers which can serve as an important characterization method. More work is required to connect the OCT results to the mechanical properties of the 3D prints.
